HARLEM
WE AIN'T GOING
NOWHERE
HARLEM, STAND THE FUCK UP!!

All over this city, police are hunting for black & brown people on the subways. Our babies can't walk home after school or ride the train without police pressing them! NYPD out here arresting anybody trying to make a dollar in a city with no jobs whether it’s by selling candy, churros, or performing in the subways.

WE GO ITA FIND A WAY TO MAKE IT IN THIS FUCKED UP SYSTEM!!!!

Gentrification has only made this shit worst! They looking for any little reason to fuck with us. Flashing these bright ass spotlights on our blocks and into our windows so these bougie gentrifiers “feel safe.” So landlords can make us so uncomfortable, we move out and they can double the rent. So disrespectful! Meanwhile the rent goes up, there ain’t no jobs and no affordable housing, and the city and state government want to press us over $2.75 for the train? FUCK OUTTA HERE!!!!

There isn’t a day where we don’t see people in our hoods asking for swipes on the train cuz $2.75 equals $6.00 a day and who got that every week consistently? They pressing us for $2.75 and crying broke when they dead ass about to drop 11 billion dollars on building 8-12 new jails talking some bullshit about closing Rikers. LIES. They just want a place to lock us all up so they can finish taking all this real estate and push our asses out of New York once and for all. We already know what those jails are meant to do and every time they grab somebody up in the subway they prove it.

- they held A 19 yr old up at gunpoint and charged him with hopping the train.
- NYPD repeatedly punched multiple teens in the face, tackling them to the ground.
- this past week they arrested TWO women selling churros
- in Harlem, we all saw 4 cops arrest a man for selling candy on the train.

Let us not forget that they killed Allan Feliz, Antonio Williams, and Victor Hernandez

ARE WE GOING TO KEEP ACCEPTING THIS KIND OF ABUSE HARLEM??! WE SAY HELL NO!

Poor black & brown people are popping off everywhere all over the world. In Haiti, in Chile, in Lebanon, in Ecuador poor black, brown & indigenous people are rising up and popping off, cuz capitalism and white supremacy come together to form the fist, the taser, and the gun of the cop that enforces this fuck up existence forced upon us, our families, and our neighbors.

That’s why we say FUCK THE POLICE! FIGHT BACK HARLEM! DEMAND FREE MTA!

They got 11 billion dollars to build new jails, they can repair NYCHA once and for all instead of selling it and they can fix the MTA and make it free!

FIGHT BACK HARLEM! NO COPS IN THE MTA! They added 500 cops to fuck with us, and we are living the results. They trying to add 500 more. THAT’S A WAR AGAINST POOR PEOPLE!

FIGHT BACK!!!